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A Programmable Client-server Architecture for Adaptive Streaming Wilfried Jouve, Thomas Blin, Yves Gréalou, Fabien Verhulst {jouve, blint, grealou, verhulst}@enseirb.fr Abstract. Various architectures have been developed to cope with the fast evolving needs for audio and video streaming. However none of them was specially designed to adapt to client needs. Thus, this project consists in specifying a scalable architecture to broadcast adaptive streams. But before working on the design itself, an overview of the streaming field is carried out. The prototype which is a proof-of-concept is then described. Finally possibilities and limits of this prototype are investigated.



description with information such as media content description, IP addresses and port numbers. As for the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [18], it gives a control over the audiovisual content by simulating VCR functions such as PLAY, PAUSE or RECORD. Nevertheless, RTP does not provide all the transport protocol functionalities and is consequently on top of another suitable underlying network or transport protocol such as TCP or UDP. In the same way, streaming multimedia with TCP alone could lead to too big end-toend delays and delay variations (jitter). Indeed, TCP implies congestion-control and retransmission until the data is correctly received. In this way, it avoids congestion collapse of the network and is fair in respect with other classes of protocols. On contrary, UDP is well-adapted for video and audio streaming; Indeed, this protocol does not possess a self-regulating and congestion-control mechanism. Yet, the best-effort nature of the Internet could lead to an unfair share of the bandwidth where UDP streaming would make TCP flows starve of network resources. A compromise had to be found: So, most of researches [31] about audiovisual streaming rely on UDP-based traffic associated with an adaptive congestion-control mechanism so that this traffic becomes TCP-compatible. In this way, the streaming transport is said to be TCP-friendly [30].



1. Introduction With the development of a vast number of devices able to display multimedia data, the ability to seamlessly deliver high quality video tailored to specific device features will become increasingly important. The convergence of telecommunications, computing and audiovisual fields leads each user to have various devices such as cell phones, PDA and laptops. Their characteristics are mixed and thus lead to new challenges for audiovisual streaming architectures. One of these challenges involves adapting one audiovisual stream to a huge number of access points features and user’s choices. In this way, the server will save both network and client resources. Thus, this project consists in specifying and then carrying out a programmable clientserver architecture to stream adaptive audiovisual contents.



2. Related Work In this section, we describe the various protocols related to audio and video streaming, the different architectures that have been developed until now, the means used to improve streaming efficiency and finally unaddressed problems in the streaming field.



2.2. Overview of existing models Two architectures are mainly used to stream media contents over the Internet. On the one hand, there is the Content Delivery Network (CDN) model which matches with the client-sever model: Several CDN servers are available at the edge of the Internet and clients get audiovisual contents from their closest servers. On the other hand, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model implies that clients act as servers by streaming audiovisual content to other clients. The CDN architecture requires dedicated storage and high capacity network links to answer requests from a lot of clients at



2.1. Protocols The Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [19] has been accepted as a standard for audio and video streaming on the Internet. This protocol goes hand-inhand with the Real Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) [21] which supplies feedbacks about the reception quality and enables the media synchronisation (e.g. audio and video) among other functions. The Session Description Protocol (SDP) [20] gives a session
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most suitable one in respect with the network bandwidth. Cases in point are SureStream [13] from Real Network and Intelligent Streaming from Microsoft [12]. Some architectures use both non-scalable and scalable-based techniques such as the NetMovie platform [14] which integrates scalable streaming and stream switching. Other research has analysed the capacity of video to fit client characteristics. Different aspects have been studied from the resolution adaptation [15] to the computing power adaptation [16]. The number of colours and the audio capacities belong to these aspects. So, some bandwidth and computing power could be saved by taking heed of client terminal capacities and by sending the suitable stream. On contrary to television, the Internet allows users to have more options to modify the video. The idea to propose personalized video where participants could interact directly with movies is coming out as in interactive movies [11]. The RTSP already enables some controls over the movie as said previously. Besides, the Quasar streaming software program [17] gives the possibility to choose between smoothness and quality (frame rate vs. PSNR). Further research will offer more freedom to users such as selecting a Region of Interest.



the same time. Thus, the cost to deploy and maintain this kind of architecture is the main drawback. The P2P architecture [23] [24] helps to balance the workload across the network and so it avoids local bottlenecks on contrary to CDN. However, it needs a sufficient number of supplying clients to jumpstart the distribution process. In the middle, hybrid approaches [22] have been designed to combine advantages of these two models. They consist of CDN servers and supplying peers. Supplying peers are generally used to alleviate the load on the server. At the time of overload (flash crowd), the server redirects clients to other clients which previously got this content [24]. When streaming the same audiovisual content to a large number of clients at the same time, the multicast scenario is quite efficient to save network bandwidth since it avoids redundancy through this network. However, when streaming non-live contents, the session consists of a single client which makes multicast useless. Besides IP multicast spreads slowly over the Internet and consequently unicast is unavoidable when it comes to video streaming. 2.3. Improving the efficiency of basis models Various techniques have been carried out to enhance the streaming efficiency. Most techniques tackle this problem on account of adaptive streaming. This adaptive streaming endeavours to send the right stream to the right clients. So, the features of a stream depend on several parameters which could be taken into account simultaneously: Network features [3][4][7], client terminal capacities [15][16] and client preferences [11][17]. A programmable client-server model [1], for example, enables to reach this sensibility without having to alter existing protocols or client configuration: Interfaced with a Domain Specific Language (DSL) called Spidle [2], it could provide robustness and an integrity preservation needed by a programmable server. A lot of research focuses on the network features dimension. These include the use of scalable video such as SPEG [3] or MPFGS [4] which consists of a single base layer plus several enhancement layers [5]. The streaming mechanisms [6] [7] generally imply dropping enhancement layers according to the network bandwidth. This kind of streaming is said to be dynamic since the stream type may change during a session. In contrast, Non-scalable video techniques are another way to do streaming. It includes stream switching, bandwidth smoothing techniques [9], online scaling and video conferencing [10]. The stream switching, also known as simulcast in the TV broadcast world, involves generating several versions of the same stream and then sending the



2.4. Unaddressed problems Users’ preferences and interactivity are limited to VCR-like operations (e.g. forward and rewind). There is no way for receivers to make audiovisual contents fit their needs. Besides, very little research have dealt with adapting streaming to users’ features or/and preferences. Indeed, few architectures [33] has been designed to retrieve client characteristics and to generate the stream according to this information.



3. This project The chosen architecture follows the client-server model. Audio and video data are stored on a centralized server and are streamed to the requesting clients. Actual implementations of this structure suffer from some drawbacks: its server-centric nature makes it insensitive to client needs. Indeed, a client is mainly restrained by its resources (CPU, memory…), its screen features (resolution, colours), its access bandwidth and its available audio/video codecs. Thus, CDN architectures waste both network bandwidth and client resources by sending out streams which do not fit client features and preferences. Besides, it is useless to send an audio or video component with an inappropriate codec since the client will be unable to render it. From this, it follows that these servers implementations are limited by their
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resizing algorithms and various modules which are loaded for decoding and encoding. Therefore, this modular architecture enables easy user extensibility. We decided to choose ffmpeg for various reasons: The audio and video conversions are quite fast; the syntax of the command line tool is really intuitive, and there are enough available audio/video conversions and codecs to supply a wide array of adaptations for our project. Moreover updated versions of ffmpeg are regularly released and the project is well documented. GStreamer is a tool that offers more possibilities concerning audio and video conversions. Unlike ffmpeg, its documentation is quite poor making it really difficult to use properly. However its design makes it a plausible alternative for future developments. Concerning Transcode, it is impossible right now to redirect its output on standard input of the streaming server. Consequently, despite its ease of use and its great number of advanced features, this tool cannot be used. This bug is well known and as long as it is not fixed, Transcode cannot be used.



fixedness and by their incapacities to adapt to clients. The purpose of this research consists in solving these problems and as a result, in making streaming servers sensitive to client needs. To answer this challenge, we have to find a way to retrieve client configurations and we have to figure out how to alter audiovisual streams according to these information. Let us imagine a user with an iPAQ who wants to watch the evening news that (s)he missed a few minutes ago. This video is available on the server but her/his Internet connection is quite low and (s)he does not care much about audio as (s)he (she/he) owns poor quality headphones. If it is her/his first connection on the server, (s)he will have to register by setting her/his login and her/his password. Then (s)he will have to add a device to her/his account and specify all its characteristics. The server will return various drivers and (s)he will be able to choose the one that fits the best her/his needs (e.g. the driver that fits a low resolution and a low audio bit rate for instance). Finally a simple click on the video (s)he wants to see will start the streaming process.



4.2. Streaming server



4. Server architecture



The open source implementation of the RTSP server from live.com was chosen. Indeed the live.com project forms a set of C++ libraries using open standard protocols (RTP/RTCP, RTSP, SIP) and can be used to build streaming applications. Moreover it already includes an implementation of an RTSP streaming server named testOnDemandRTSPServer. Live.com appeared to be the best solution since this project is well documented and the source code quite complete. Besides the community is quite active and many projects are using it.



In this section, we describe and justify the choice of the two main parts of the architecture used for the prototype: The adaptation server and the streaming server. Before streaming the video via RTP/RTSP, the stream is adapted by the adaptation server. 4.1. Adaptation server An open source implementation had to be chosen for the adaptation server to process audio and video data. Several tools could have been a support for our project. The ffmpeg project is developed under Linux and includes a command line tool to convert one audio/video format to another according to several parameters. These parameters include the resolution, the bit rate, the frame rate, the quantization and the transcoding. Most ffmpeg audio/video encoders and decoders were developed from scratch and they are all contained in a library named libavcodec. Thus, the ffmpeg tools design ensures good performances and high code reusability. The GStreamer project enables to write any type of streaming media applications. Its framework is based on plug-ins that perform particular transformations (e.g. transcoding). This project is quite interesting because its design enables developers to add new codecs or filters quite easily as there is only to write a new plug-in. The Transcode project is a set of command line utilities for video stream processing. It includes a large variety of audio and video filters as frame rate conversion or video



5. Work environment The work environment describes the means used to build the prototype. The first prototype is made of two laptops, a client using Windows XP and a server using Linux. The client device could be of any type including laptops, personal computers or iPAQs. Besides, this client is tested to work with Linux, Mac Os X and Windows. The good portability of the client follows from one of our goals: The client has not to be modified. So, a client only needs a browser such as Mozilla Firefox, Safari or Internet Explorer and a RTSP client such as Vlan, Quicktime or Mplayer. Right now, the client running Windows XP or Mac Os X operating system has to use QuickTime to play the stream received in its browser and the client running Linux operating system uses MPlayer. The server is a laptop using a Linux operating system (Fedora Core 2, kernel 2.6) which
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holds the MySQL database, the HTTP server (Apache and PHP), the streaming sever and the adaptation server.



The form fields are the resolution, the number of colors, the bandwidth, the CPU/Memory capacity and the video codecs. The resolution has to be keyed in a text field as widthxheight. The number of colors field gives the choice between Grayscale and Colored. The bandwidth and CPU/Memory fields allow users to choose between low, average and high. Finally, the video codecs field gives the choice between MPEG1 and MPEG4. These choices are simple enough to constitute a level of abstraction comprehensible by a large scope of users. At the same time, the whole fields allow the server to have an accurate idea about the user’s terminal capacities. The ffmpeg parameters are the resolution, the color, the bit rate, the frame rate and the video codec. At this point, the goal is to find an efficient strategy to link these two levels of abstraction (user’s choices and ffmpeg parameters) and to propose the right drivers. The adaptation server database contains all drivers available on the server with a description for each of them (resolution, color, bit per pixel, frame rate and video codec). After validation of the form by the user, the 20 best drivers are ranked on account of results from the user’s form. Each driver is compared to the information given by the user and a mark is computed towards the level of correlation. For each configuration, an intermediate mark is computed for every field filled by the user: resolution, color, bandwidth and CPU/memory capacity (The video codec of the configuration has to match exactly with the one selected by the user, so no mark is computed for this choice). For example, the intermediate mark for CPU/Memory is computed on account of the frame rate determined by the driver: if the user has chosen high for this field, the driver has to be the closest to 25 frames per second to get the best mark possible. An intermediate mark may depend on more than one feature of the driver. For example, in our case, the bandwidth intermediate mark depends on the resolution, the number of bit per pixel (bit rate) and the frame rate. As shown in Figure 1, the final mark is computed with the help of weighting coefficients and a ranking of the best drivers is proposed to the user. Then, the user has to choose the driver to associate with its device. Moreover, this user can add other devices, each of them having its own driver. As a result, whatever device a user currently uses, the driver and the displaying video is adapted to its terminal capacities. A synchronization mechanism has to be designed between the server and the client of this user, in particularly to warn client when the video is ready to be streamed.



6. Implementation The client interface is a PHP web site supported by a MySQL database. The role of this database is to keep information about users, their devices and drivers available on the server. Once a user is recorded in the database, this user can open a PHP session, add devices and link each device with a specific driver. A driver consists of a host of filters; each of them achieves a particular function which adapts the stream to some client features. As every filter is achieved by a specific parameter of ffmpeg, a driver can also be seen as a set of ffmpeg parameters. Then, a user can play a video which is adapted to its current device. 6.1. Client interface and driver specification As said before, one of our primary goals is to provide a user with a video tailored to her/his terminal features. This implies retrieving this information and proposing drivers according to this information. The only way to do that is to make user fill a form with fields. Besides, most applications which depend on client features such as Real Media Player or Emule propose a form where users specify their connection speeds for instance. These fields have to be enough meaningful to be understood by the user but they also have to supply quite accurate information to the server. This information is useful to guess what drivers (ffmpeg parameters) have to be chosen to convert the original video into the one required by the client characteristics. It is obvious that a user cannot determine the ffmpeg parameters (the number of bits per pixel, for instance) needed by its terminal characteristics. As a result, a level of abstraction higher than the one given by ffmpeg parameters is needed. Then, the relevance of drivers proposed to a user depends on the strategy employed to link information given by the user with ffmpeg parameters. We have implemented an example of this concept in our prototype: we will now explain in detail the whys and wherefores of our choices.



Figure 1: Mapping between user side and server side
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father) in order to allow the user to watch another video afterwards.



6.2. Client/Server interaction



6.3 Assessment This section describes the processing characteristics of our server and details improvements that could be achieved in the future. 6.3.1. Current server possibilities Two MPEG1 videos are currently used to test possibilities of the server (the server was also tested with MPEG2 and MPEG4 videos): They have both a resolution of 600 by 400, a frame rate of 25, and a bit rate of 2000 kbit/s (about 0.33 bit per pixel). The first video is a fast-motion sequence taken out from the movie Star Wars: Attack of the clones. The second video is a slow-motion sequence taken out from the movie Moulin Rouge. MPEG4 videos can also be streamed by the server. The server is able to stream multiple videos to multiple clients at the same time. A single user has multiple devices with a single driver for each. These drivers are 700 in number (7x5x5x2x2): There are 7 possible resolutions (600x400, 526x350, 450x300, 376x250, 300x200, 226x150, and 150x100) and 5 possible bit per pixel (0.33, 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, and 0.10): Although the corresponding parameter in ffmpeg is the bit rate which is the number of bits per second, we have chosen the number of bit per pixel which is independent towards the frame rate and the resolution on contrary to the bit rate. There are 5 possible frame rates (15, 17, 20, 22, and 25), 2 kinds of colors (grayscale and colored) and 2 possible video codecs (MPEG1/2 and MPEG4). Thus, the possible transformations are the downsizing, the transcoding from MPEG1/2 to MPEG4 and from MPEG4 to MPEG1/2, and the modification of the bit rate and frame rate.



Figure 2: Client/Server Interaction As said before, the server consists of a web server (Apache), a MySQL server, a streaming server (live.com) and a kind of adaptation server (embodied by ffmpeg). Once a user has selected a given video, the server starts the streaming server and then redirects the client to the corresponding RTSP address. To make server and client communicate together, variables of the PHP session are used. These variables are stored in a file on the server. Every client has its own file on the server, corresponding to its unique PHP session user ID. So, the client is synchronized with the server on account of PHP sessions. References to available videos (video id, path, name…) are stored in the database. In this way, the web server proposes a web page which shows available videos. When a video is selected by a user, a PHP session variable named video is set to the value of the corresponding video id and the user is waiting for the RTSP address of the wanted video. On the server-side, a bash script is reading all the PHP session files to check if a user has asked a video (i.e. if the variable video is set). When a client is actually asking a video, the bash script runs ffmpeg and the streaming server (Live.com) and then keeps checking if another client has asked a video. A pipe is used to redirect the ffmpeg output to the RTSP server input. The streaming server was (namely) modified to take into account arguments such as the PHP session filename, the requested codec or the port number which is specific to each client. When the streaming server is ready to serve the client, it warns this client by setting the variable named address to the corresponding RTSP address in the PHP session file. In this way, the client can be redirected to the right RTSP address by reading this session variable. The streaming server was also modified to fork a process before running the events loop. In this way, the father process deals with the streaming part (events loop and handlers) and the child process checks whether the client is still reading the streaming video. If the client has stopped reading the video, the child process kills the streaming server (i.e. its



6.3.2. Limits and future work A large array of transformations remains to be taken into account. Our prototype has only been designed to constitute a proof-of-concept and the lack of time prevented us from implementing other transformations. These mainly include the management of the audio part of the movies: in the same way as we have done for the video part, audio has to be adapted to the client terminal. These transformations could be the modification of the bit rate (e.g. converting 192 kbit/s into 64 kbit/s), the reduction of the channels number (e.g. converting 5.1 into stereo), the down sampling (e.g. converting 48 kHz into 41.1 kHz) and the transcoding (e.g. converting wav
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into mp3). As a result, the processes would be the same as for video. Moreover, as MPEG4 format contains a system of layers, interesting transformations could have been added such as the background removal. Our server only enables the unicast streaming (although the streaming server on its own enables the multicast scenario). This is not really a limitation since our first aim was to carry out Video on Demand where users ask video at any moment. Thus, there is very little chance several users ask the same stored video at the same moment. On the other hand, the multicast scenario could be interesting in some situations such as for live video. Adaptations or transformations of videos are statically performed: Once a user has selected its device, the video will be streamed according to the driver associated with this device and the transformations associated to this driver remains the same during all the video playing. There are no possible extra transformations even if the network conditions are changing. A solution could be to use scalable videos such as SPEG; another way to carry out dynamic adaptations would be to perform more alterations such as lower the bit rate if the bandwidth is collapsing. Thus, in addition to the already implemented static adaptations, a video could undergo additional transformations according to the network conditions (dynamic adaptations). Although the number of clients is theoretically almost infinite (though limited by the number of ports), the server performance has to be improved in order to cope with a high number of clients. Therefore, Experiments need to be run in order to figure out how to improve the scalability of this server. In particular, our implementation obviously suffers from contextswitching overhead since the whole server consists of 3 processes (without counting handlers of the event-driven streaming server): the bash script loop, the event-driven streaming server loop and the child process of the streaming server. A way to improve the scalability of a server is to perform an efficient admission policy. In the next section, we will discuss this issue.



particular group of clients. So, in the live video scenario, groups of clients could be created with a particular driver for each of them. It appears that the number of proposed drivers should be bounded. To perform an optimization, the server should be able to register the maximum number of drivers supported. Then, the server would offer a list of the currently running drivers among a couple of predefined basic drivers to enable to cover all kind of devices settings. Thus, in period of overload, only drivers that are currently used by other groups of clients should be proposed. Concerning the admission policy of VOD streaming servers, the number of users authorized to request a video should also be examined. As our server streams video in a unicast way, each adapted stream is independently played and the streaming server cannot processes an unbounded number of streams for VOD. Therefore, it would be interesting to avoid proposing drivers that monopolize too many resources in period of high workload. For instance, we have noticed that transcoding takes a lot of resources compared to other transformations. In period of high workload, transcoding transformations should not be proposed to users in order to alleviate the load on the server. A tighter control can also be designed by deciding that a transformation is only permitted if the workload has a particular level. In our prototype, each new user session creates a new entity of a streaming server with a particular adaptation. However, GStreamer provides a plug-in option which enables to plug the live.com streaming server in GStreamer. This plug-in may reduce CPU resources consumed by each new running GStreamer thread. This solution may be explored in future work by using gstreamer instead of ffmpeg as adapter. Moreover, it could also be interesting to share a maximum number of transformations among users and the plug-in structure of Gstreamer could enable to perform such optimizations. Other systems are proposed to solve the scalability problem. It mainly consists in degrading version of the request content. To limit the number of clients and to respect the quality specified, a future work will be to implement a policy of quality of service. Some approaches as in [3] deal with an automatic mapping of user-level quality of service specification onto resource consumption scaling policies. This policy performs finegrained policy-driven adaptation over a wide-range of bandwidths levels. This idea of adapting the server behavior according to the server workload is not new. However, with the emergence of a large array of new devices able to connect to the Internet, new services are appearing such as Video On Demand, downloading or Internet for cell phones. These services obviously need the support of servers. These servers have to handle always increasing demand of always more numerous



7. Discussion: Towards Scaling Up In terms of scalability, different problems should be examined. First, streaming pre-recorded video (Video On Demand: VOD) raises kinds of problems which are different compared to streaming live video. Firstly, live streaming is performed in a multicast way to save network bandwidth since it avoids redundancy through the network. Secondly, the multicast scenario imposes that the server has to stream the same adapted stream to a
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services. Thus, adaptation constitutes an interesting solution to save server resources and to efficiently serve clients even in period of overload. Two kinds of adaptations can be carried out. The first one implies modifying the delivered contents (content adaptation as in this project) and the second one consists in keeping the same contents but modifying the server behavior according to the workload. An adaptive content delivery system has already been developed [34]. It consists in switching content depending on the load on the server and works for dynamic Web pages and streaming multimedia traffic. This system stores multiple copies that differ in quality and so, the quality of the content delivered will be proportional to the current workload of the server. His approach was based on transparency adaptation of content by a soft degradation of server performance without any modification of existing server software, browser or HTTP protocol. So, R. Pradhan shows in [34], that adaptive content delivery can support 25% more static requests, 15% more dynamic requests and twice as many multimedia requests as a non-adaptive server. However, this research only considers two levels of quality what is obviously insufficient to adapt to all overload scenarios.



8. Conclusions In this project, we have presented an overview of adaptation policies in the streaming field. A brand-new adaptation policy has been defined in this paper and put in practice. We have achieved our primary goal: building a streaming server which adapts to client terminal without modifying it. We have designed an original architecture: A mechanism enables to determine the best drivers in respect with client terminal characteristics and as a result, the server can deliver an adapted video. The programmable aspect is ensured by the adaptation server which tailors videos according to drivers associated to each device. Thus, our approach allows users to program service variations in the server and to adapt it to their characteristics. Finally, as a proof-of-concept, the scalability of our prototype needs to be improved to cope with high workloads.
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